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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Evie R  from Blue Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Miss Houlden Theo F  (Yellow) Mr Palk Dalton I (Orange) 

Mr Broadbent Fallon N (Red) Miss Hollick April W  (Green) 

Miss Birch Dylan J (Orange) Miss Spence Franki-J C  (Indigo) 

Mrs Asaboro Bobbi-D S (Blue)   

Yellow Joseph J - For always being the most enthusiastic Scientist. 

Cain P - For demonstrating greater independence and organisation skills. 

Indigo Franki-J C- For an improved attitude towards learning and wowing Ms Spence in Maths. 

Imogen T-M - For always being prepared and sharing her ideas. 

Green Tillie S - For being supportive and helpful towards her partner in P.E. 

Joe B  - For showing inceased confidence when presenting to the class. 

Blue Josh G  - For  demonstrating good expression in his reading and doing extremely well on his mock SATS. 
Sheldon B  (Orange)  -  For being engaged and working hard in his guided reading lessons. 

Orange Mason C -  For representing our school at the school’s cross-country finals. 

Dalton I - For excellent scientific investigation skills. 

Savannah E - For fantastic progress in guided reading. 

Red Eliana S - For a great attitude and effort in all lessons this week. 

William W - For a great attitude and trying hard with all of his work this week. 

Yellow Edith O  - For excellent improvement on her handwriting. 

Indigo Jack B - For being an amazing Poet and independently creating many rhyming couplets. 

Green  Hudson O - For showing real enjoyment during our poetry unit and producing an amazing plan for his 

own poem. 

Blue Poppy W  - For creating a detailed factfile on Charles Mackintosh. 

Orange Dolcie R - For great progress in her writing. 

Red Jessica B-L - For her outstanding planning work in her discussion text. 

We managed a whole school attendance of 93.99% this week, unfortunately missing our whole 
school target of 96%. Once again, Yellow Class are the school champions with 96.8%! This is the 
second time in a row that Yellow have won the best attendance so we now have 3 classes vying for 
the Pizza Afternoon! We still have plenty of time though for full attendance from each class to try win 
the Pizza Afternoon reward. Congratulations to the 129 children with 100% attendance. 

The individual winner was Dalton I  (Orange Class) Well done! 


